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The Only Separate Edition 

 

1. [ALEXANDER THE GREAT].  Alexandri Macedonis ...  ad Aristotelem 
præceptorem de rebus Indiæ mirabilibus Epistola. Paris: [Louis Blaubloom] for Vivant 
Gaultherot, February 1537.         SOLD 
 

8vo, [20] leaves (with the last blank); text in roman type, side-notes in smaller 
roman; two woodcut criblé initials.  Modern vellum over boards. 
 

Only separate edition of the apocryphal Letter of 
Alexander the Great to Aristotle on the Wonders of 
India. This anonymous Latin version, based on a 
lost Greek original, and traditionally attributed 
(but on no solid foundation) to the historian 
Cornelius Nepos, had appeared previously as 
part of the Pseudo-Aristotelian Secreta 
Secretorum: Bologna 1501, Paris 1520, and Lyon 
1528; another undated Paris edition of this text, 
edited by Jacques Colin to accompany his 
Aenigmata, had been published by Jean de 
Gourmont c. 1515 (Moreau II, 1001) [It should be 
mentioned that the latter edition was 
misidentified and misdated 1499 by Maittaire, 
followed by Brunet and later sources.] 
 

 This Latin apocryphal epistle, about whose 
author we know nothing, dates from the early 
Middle Ages. It presents itself as an letter 
written by Alexander the Great to his tutor 
Aristotle, in which he offers a firsthand account 
of his campaigns in India and his encounters 

with monstrous animals and people of unusual appearance or strange habits that 
he and his army encountered while pressing into the farthest regions of the East, 
such as speaking trees, monstrous creatures, from flying mice and fish-eating 
men to two-headed snakes. 
 

This Latin epistle was immensely popular and was used widely as a standard 
textbook by writers of the East and on natural history, including Albertus 
Magnus and Marco Polo (see G. Cary, The Medieval Alexander [1956], p. 15). An 
English version was produced c. 1000, of which a single manuscript survives in 
the Nowell Codex, which also contains the unique copy of Beowulf. 
 

Although the name of the printer Louis Blaubloom appears nowhere in the 
volume, the printing has been attributed to him on account of the type and 
decorations which formed part of his typographical material: see Moreau (loc. cit. 
below). Vivant Gaultherot, the publisher of this edition, may have edited the text 
himself, judging from the preface signed by him. 
 

This little book is of remarkable rarity: the copies at Yale and U. of Illinois are the 
only two I was able to locate in American collections. 
 

§ Moreau V, 347: STC French, p. 10; not in Adams. 
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2. ARETIUS, Benedictus.  Commentarii in Epistolas D. Pauli ad Philippenses, 
Colossenses, & in utramque ad Thessal. facili et perspicua methodo conscripti, a D. 
Benedicto Aretio Bernensi Theologo. Morges: J. Le Preux, 1580.                $1,250                 

 
 

8vo, [8], 300 pp., [2] blank leaves; title within a woodcut architectonic border, 
featuring in the upper panel an anthropomorphic army of bears advancing in 
attack; on title verso is a full-page woodcut portrait of the author. Modern brown 
calf, single blind fillet round sides, four raised bands on spine. 
 

 

FIRST EDITION of the commentaries on Paul's 
Epistles to the Philippians, Colossians, and 
Thessalonians by the eminent Calvinist 
theologian and botanist Benedictus Aretius 
(1505–1574), who published commentaries on 
the various books of the N.T., of which the 
present first edition was issued posthumously. 
Aretius was a many-sided scholar who had a 
reputation as a botanist, in which capacity he 
published an important treatise on the plants 
growing on the Alps, of which he discovered 
and described forty of great rarity. An 
accomplished Hellenist he published an 
important commentary on Pindar (issued 
posthumously in 1587). 
 

The printer Jean Le Preux was first active in 
Paris, and fled to Lausanne c. 1563 because of 
religious persecution; he established printing 
establishments in Geneva and Morges. His 
earliest Morges publications are dated 1580, in 

which year he printed the present work, along with Aretius’ commentaries on 
the Gospels and his Problemata theologica. 
 

A very rare first edition of which the only copy in an American collection 
appears to be that at the New York Union Theological Seminary. 
 

§ Adams A-1607. 
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Very Rare Legal Tract on Homicide 
 

3. AYRER, Jakob.  Tractatio methodica et accuratissima L. ut vim. ff. de iust. & iur. in 
qua de triplici genere homicidiorum, necessarii, voluntarii seu culposi, & involuntarii seu 
casualis tractatur. Frankfurt: Wolfgang Richter, for the Widow of Nicolaus 
Bassaeus, 1604.           SOLD         
 

8vo, [16], 480, [32] pp. Woodcut printer's device on title; roman and italic types, 
with use of gothic (for German); woodcut headpieces at the beginning.  
Contemporary limp vellum with overlapping fore-edges; unidentified early 
armorial bookplate inside front cover; due to poor quality of paper there is 
browning and foxing throughout; marginal worming in eight leaves. 
 

FIRST (and apparently only) EDITION of a legal tract on homicide, which the 
author groups under three types: Necessary, Voluntary, and Involuntary (or 
Accidental). A very rare book, of which there appears to be no copy in any 
American collection. 
 

The author, Jakob Ayrer (569-1625), was a lawyer and legal writer, whose most 
popular work was his depiction of civil procedure through the practical example 
of a mock court trial, with complete legal documentation, involving Satan as 
plaintiff against Jesus for destroying Hell, removing prisoners, and holding Satan 
himself captive: Historischer Processus iuris : in welchem sich Lucifer uber Jesum, 
darumb, dass er ihm die Hellen zerstöhrt ...  beklaget, first published in 1597, with 
many reprints well into the 18th century. 
 
 

§ VD17 1:012095R. 
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The Earliest Greek Phrase-Book 
 

4. BILLY, Jacques de.  Locutionum Graecarum in communes locos per alphabeti 
ordinem digestarum volumen. Paris: [Jean Le Blanc, for] Nicolas Chesneau, 1578. 
           SOLD 

8vo,  [16], 816 (numbered 814) pp; text in Greek and Latin; publisher's device 
[Renouard 170] on title; woodcut headpiece and initial at opening of text.  Late 
18th- or early 19th-century half calf over patterned boards; paper label on spine 
titled in ink in an early hand; worming in several lower and inner margins, never 
touching printed text. 
 

FIRST EDITION of the earliest Greek phrase-book. The work is presented in the 
form of a dictionary of Greek idioms listed and defined in alphabetical order. 
This first edition, which is quite rare, was printed by Jean Le Blanc for the 
account of the two Paris booksellers/publishers, Jean Bienné and N. Chesneau; 
copies of this first edition are consequently known with the name of either on 
their title-page. The work proved quite popular in education and was reprinted 
often: 1588 (Lyon), 1598 (Douai), 1603 (Lyon), 1614 (Geneva), etc. 
 

The author, Jacques de Billy de Prunay (1535-1581) was a multifaceted scholar, 
theologian, jurist, linguist, and a Benedictine abbot who produced several 
influential translations of Greek patristic texts into Latin and French. 
 

§ Cioranesco 4020; Adams B-2051; Buisson 68; cf. Renouard, Imprimeurs & 
libraires parisiens III (Bienné), p. 499, no. 691. 
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With Unnoticed References to American Indians, 
and Very Early Citations From Montaigne 

 

5. BOUCHET, Guillaume.  Serees de Guillaume Bouchet, Juge et Consul des 
Marchands, à Poictiers. Livre premier. N.pl. (Imprimé sur la copie faicte à Poictiers): 
n. pr., 1585.                                  $3,800 
 

16mo (114 x 74 mm), [16] leaves (with last blank), 790 pp. 
(without last blank): a8-b8 (b8 blank); A-3C8, 3D4 (-3D4); 
roman type; typographical ornament on title, a few 
ornamental initials and headpieces.  19th-century dark 
green morocco (by Maret), three raised bands on spine, 
title stamped in gilt in second compartment, Gothic gilt 
monogram 'M' at foot of spine of the noted French 
literary critic Jules Marsan (1876-1939), whose library was 
sold at auction at Drouot in 1976; gilt fillet along edges, 
gilt inner dentelles; red edges; title-page a bit dusty. 
 

The Serées (i.e. "Soirées" = "Evenings") were after-dinner 
conversations of citizens of Poitiers meeting in the 
evenings to discuss a great miscellany of subjects, e.g., 
wine (the subject of the first serée, fol. 1-106; see cf. 
Oberlé, Fastes de Bacchus, nos. 364-365, and Bitting 51 — 
both citing later editions), water, women and girls, dogs, 
horses, newlyweds, cuckolds, thieves, monsters, 
hunchbacks, lawyers and the law, physicians and 
medicine (Chapter 10 p. 632-712), etc. 
 

The author, Guillaume Bouchet (1513-1593), was a 
printer- bookseller of Poitiers, member of the literary 

group of the city. The stories were intended to amuse an unsophisticated 
readership, devoid of prudishness, and are consequently often quite Rabelaisian 
in content — Brunet expressed his disgust for the obscenities and sexual double-
entendres which fill the work, and which, he felt, could only be appreciated by 
people who have a special taste for this kind of questionable humor. 
 

The book contains several unnoticed references to the New World: on fol. 117 the 
author reports on the deleterious effects on humans of the waters of Brazil and 
Florida; on p. 321 Bouchet refers to "the Devil of the savages of America whom 
they call Aygnan" ("le Diable des Sauvages de l'Amerique, qu'il nomment 
Aygnan"); on p. 255 Bouchet tells of a traveler to America who reported that "our 
dances are more lascivious than those of the Americans and savages of Brazil, 
even though they dance in the nude" (“nos danses estoyent plus lascives que 
celles des Ameriquains & sauvages de la terre de Bresil, encore qu'ils soiyent 
nuds"). He furthermore relates that the Indians dance to the rhythm of the music 
provided by "large reeds open at one end." [It may be pointed out that despite 
this passage, Bouchet's work is not cited in any catalogue or bibliography of 
Americana, including Borba de Moraes' Bibliographia Brasiliana.] 
 

Given the numerous citations from, and references to Montaigne's Essais (of 
which the first book was published in 1580), it is clear that Bouchet was one of 
the earliest writers to cite them, beginning in 1584, date of the first edition of the 
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Serées. In this volume Montaigne citations occur in the preface [fol. b1v and b3v
r], 

and pp. 173, 313, 621, 781, and elsewhere: cf. D.M. Frame, Montaigne: A Biography, 
p. 249. Bouchet also mentions Rabelais, Ronsard, and Henri Estienne (pp. 128, 
622, etc.). 
 

Bouchet published three collections of Serées, each comprising twelve books; this 
first collection was followed posthumously by a second in 1597, and by a third in 
1598, and the three collections were first published together in 1608. 
 

The first edition of this first collection, which is extremely rare, was issued the 
preceding year at Poitiers published by the author himself; OCLC locates four 
copies: two in France (Paris and Montpellier), one at Oxford, and the Harvard 
copy in the U.S. 
 

I have further identified three editions dated 1585, with no order of precedence: 
 

1. The present edition without name of place of printer, but stating that it 
is based on the Poitiers edition: 'Imprimé sur la copie faicte à Poictiers': see 
Tchemerzine, I, p. 924. 
 

2. An edition with same imprint ('Imprimé sur la copie faicte à Poictiers') 
and date, but different collation and typesetting of title. 
 

3. Paris: Gabriel. Buon: Tchemerzine I, p. 926. 
 

§ Tchemerzine, I, p. 924; BL STC French, p. 77; cf. Brunet I, 1165-66. 
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The First "Portable" Dante 
 

6. DANTE.  Le Terze Rime di Dante. Venice: Aldus Manutius, Aug. 1502.  SOLD                  

8vo (leaf size: 152 x 93 mm), 244 leaves (including the genuine blank leaf l2); 
italic type; Aldine device at the end. With the variant 'Alaghieri' on a1v; 
italic type; Aldine device at the end.  Handsome modern goatskin blind-tooled in 
Renaissance style, four raised bands and two raised half bands on spine; all 
edges gilt. 

 
 

The first Aldine edition of Dante's Commedia, 
which is also the first edition of this compelling 
classic in pocket format. Bibliographically the 
edition is important as the first octavo Aldine to 
make use of Aldus's famous anchor and dolphin 
printer's device -- some copies also exist without 
the device, which was not yet ready when the 
book first went to press. The text of this edition 
-- the first published in the sixteenth century -- 
enjoyed an unparalleled authority for over three 
centuries, for it served as the basis for nearly all 
subsequent editions, including the influential 
text published by the Accademia della Crusca in 
1595. 
 

§ Renouard 34: 5; Ahmanson-Murphy 59.5; 
Mambelli 17; Cornell p. 6. 
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"The Beginning of Modern German lexicography" 
 

7. DASYPODIUS, Petrus  [= Peter Hasenfratz, or Hasenfuss]. [Latin & German] 
Dictionarium voces propemodum universas in autoribus latinae linguae probatis ... pro 
iuventute Germanica. Strasburg: Wendelin Rihel, March 1535. 
 

4to, 232 leaves (including last blank); Latin text in roman, German text in gothic; 
historiated woodcut initials.    

 Bound with: 
 

CICERO, Marcus T. [Latin & German] Ex familiaribus epistolis Ciceronis clausulae 
& sententiae, pro Epistolis conficiendis, ad studiosam iuventutem, una cum Germanica 
lingua, diligentiisime excerptae (Ed. Gerhard Geldenhauer). Augsburg: Silvan 
Otmar, August 1534. 98 leaves; Latin text in roman, German text in gothic; 
woodcut initials.                      $3,600 

 

The two works bound together in contemporary blind-stamped half pigskin over 
wooden boards, with two original metal catches, and remains of one clasp. From 
the library of Richard Heber, with the Bibliotheca Heberiana stamp on front fly-
leaf. CONDITION: Upper corner of rear wooden cover broken off. Two tiny 
wormholes in the first few outer margins of the first work; the title of the second 
work has five holes in blank portions due to paper flaws, affecting parts of two 
letters; inoffensive tiny round wormholes in the last few quires. 
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I. FIRST EDITION of the most popular Latin-German lexicon of the Renaissance; 
as the first humanist Latin-German school dictionary it went through numerous 
printings and revisions for over two centuries. This first edition is of utmost 
rarity: the only copy held by an American collection is at the U. of PA. 
 

The author, Petrus Dasypodius (Peter Hasenfuss, or Hasenfratz) was a Swiss 
humanist, friend of Ulrich Zwingli. "Modern German lexicography begins with 
the Latin-German dictionary of the schoolteacher Petrus Dasypodius (1490-1559), 
which appeared in Strasbourg in 1535 ... Dasypodius clearly intended his 
dictionary for school use, as an aid in the teaching of Latin; the German is 
ancillary to this goal ... All the same, the volume does contain some 12,000 items 
of German vocabulary, and recent studies have shown that nearly 30% of these 
words are first known attestations in German, so that even allowing for the 
gravest deficiencies in German historical lexicology ... we still have some 
grounds for seeing Dasypodius as a contributor to the vocabulary, using patterns 
of compounding, prefixation and suffixation to generate new words in response 
to the Latin wherever he found them to be lacking" (W.J. Jones, Landmarks in 
German Lexicography, 1500-1700, p. 134). 
 

II. ONLY EDITION of this Latin-German guide to letter writing intended for 
young students, based on Cicero's Letters to his Friends (Epistulae ad familiares). 
The material is divided into 17 chapters, each dealing with one type of letter, e.g. 
consolatory, congratulatory, humorous, or just imparting the latest news about 
oneself or friends. One chapter deals with the more technical aspect of the correct 
expression of Roman dates; an additional unnumbered final chapter treats of the 
definition of what constitutes a letter and its various types. 
 

The author, Gerhard Geldenhauer (1482-1542), a native of Nijmegen, moved to 
Louvain where he published several humanistic works; he also became 
employed as corrector to the printer Dirk Martens, seeing through the press 
several works by Erasmus, with whom he developed friendly relations (see 
Gilbert Tournoy's article on Geldenhauer in Contemporaries of Erasmus II, pp. 82-
84). In 1516 he assisted in the production of the 1516 edition of Thomas More's 
Utopia, contributing verses as introductory pieces. 
 

This Latin-German letter-writing handbook, in which the Ciceronian Latin 
excerpts are printed in roman and their German translations in handsome gothic 
type, is Geldenhauer’s least known production, due to its extreme rarity — e.g. 
Tournoy (op. cit., above) does not cite it among his works. Today only seven 
copies appear to survive: five in Germany, one at the National Library of Poland, 
and one at the National Library of Slovenia. 
 

§ I. VD16, D243; Ritter 617; Zaunmüller 92; F. Claes, Bibliographisches Verzeichnis 
der deutschen Vokabulare und Wörterbücher bis 1600, 341; II. VD16, C3080. 
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The Foremost Woman Printer of the French Renaissance 
 

8. DIONYSIUS CARTUSIANUS [DENIS LE CHARTREUX].  In Evangelium 
Lucae enarratio praeclara admodum. Paris: Charlotte Guillard, 1542.                  SOLD 
 

8vo, [8], 403, [1] leaves (last blank); printer's device [Renouard 176] on title; one 
large criblé initial at beginning, guide-letters for capitals elsewhere.  
Contemporary limp vellum; spine missing, upper cover loose. Early ownership 
inscription at foot of title of the Carthusians of Venice. Internally fine, for 
rebinding. 
 

 
 

 

FIRST EDITION of the important and exhaustive commentary on the Gospel of 
Luke by Dionysius the Carthusian (Denys Ryckel,1402-1471), the Flemish 
theologian whose mystical experiences gained for him the title of 'Doctor 
Ecstaticus.' His numerous writings were extremely popular, one of them (his 
treatise on processions) having the distinction of being one of the first books 
printed in the New World (in Spanish translation): Compendio breve de la manera 
de como se han de hazer las processiones (Mexico, 1544). 
 

This edition is a product of the press of Charlotte Guillard, widow of Claude 
Chevallon, and the foremost woman printer of the French Renaissance: see B. 
Beech, "Charlotte Guillard: A Sixteenth-Century Business Woman," Renaissance 
Quarterly, XXXVI (1983), 354-367. 
 

§ Cf. Adams D-590 (Roigny issue); OCLC locates only the Duke and U. of Dayton 
copies. 
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Influential Devotional Book: Of Utmost Rarity 
 

9. ESTELLA, Diego de.  De amore Dei meditationes piissimae. Primo ex Hispanico in 
Gallicum, denuo nunc primum in latinum sermonem redactae (Tr. Ioannis 
Governerius). Cologne: Conrad Butgen, 1602.       SOLD 
 

12mo, [12] leaves, 647 (numbered 646) pp. Engraved emblem on title, and small 
woodcut illustration at the end of preliminary matter.  18th-century calf-backed 
boards, back gilt; joints, corners and spine extremities worn; due to poor quality 
of paper there is browning throughout; at foot of title-page is an early ownership 
inscription of the Jesuits of Bologna. 
 

FIRST EDITION in Latin of this immensely 
influential devotional book whose traces 
may be detected in many contemporary and 
later writers, it was one of the favorite books 
of Blaise Pascal, and its influence is evident 
in  St. Francis de Sales' Treatise of the love of 
God. 
 

The original Spanish version was first 
published in 1576 (Palau 83995) and was 
reprinted often well into the 20th century; 
translations into various languages 
followed: Italian (1584), French (1586), and 
Latin (1602: the present edition), German 
(1607), Polish (1731), and various English 
versions (1898, 1910, 1940); an Arabic 
version is also known (see Palau 5, p. 181). 
 

The author, Diego de Estella (1524-1578), 
was a Spanish Franciscan mystic and 
theologian; besides the present devotional 
book his most influential work was the Libro 
de la vanidad del mundo (1562), which was 
also translated into many languages, 
including Arabic (Palau 83994). Estella 
entered the Franciscan order in the convent 
of his Order at Salamanca in 1541. Philip II 
of Portugal appointed him for its consultant, 

preacher and theologian. 
 

This first Latin edition is of remarkable rarity: the only copy in an American 
collection appears to be that at St. Banaventure University, with a copy of the 
second edition (1603) at the University of Pennsylvania. 
 

§ Palau V,  84012. 
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Estienne's Last Revision of His Bilingual Dictionary for Children 
 

10. ESTIENNE, Robert. [Latin & French] Dictionariolum puerorum. Ex postrema 
authoris recognitione. [Geneva]: Robert Estienne, 16 May 1557.                         SOLD 
 

Small 4to (195 x 132 mm), 310 leaves; roman and italic types; Estienne printer's 
device [Schreiber 28] on title.  19th-century morocco-backed boards; corners 
rubbed; inner margin of first two leaves repaired at time of binding, occasional 
light soiling. 
 

The final revision by Robert Estienne 
of his popular bilingual Latin-French 
dictionary intended for children, 
which Estienne first issued in 1542. 
The present revised edition opens 
with a new preface by Estienne, dated 
25 October 1556, addressed to the 
celebrated educator Mathurin Cordier 
(1479-1564), author of the immensely 
popular and influential Colloquies. 
 

Estienne's preface is in response to a 
letter from Cordier who had 
suggested to Estienne some revisions 
and additions he might make to his 
useful children's dictionary. Estienne 
writes that he has effected these 
modifications in the present new 
edition; these include syntactical 
variations affecting the meaning of 
words, and the addition of idioms 
with references to the authors who 
used them. Estienne specifies that he 
printed the latter class in slightly 
smaller types (characteribus paulo 
minutioribus) so that readers might 
more easily distinguish them from 
regular usage. 

 

Estienne then engages in an attack on those unscrupulous editors who have 
plagiarized his work by stuffing it with useless material, such as Greek 
definitions, to render their editions more salable: they are motivated in this, 
Estienne maintains, by nothing more than profit (lucrum), acting as if they were 
desperate and starving (quasi famelici). Besides, Estienne points out, what is the 
use of adding Greek to a book intended for such a young, inexperienced 
readership (neque habita ratione quid tenerae puerorum aetati maxime conduceret)? 
 

This final revision is of notable rarity: besides a handful of European copies, the 
combined resources of NUC, OCLC, and RLIN locate only two copies in America 
(U. of Chicago and U. of Illinois). 
 

§ Renouard 88/5; Adams S-1811. 
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In Praise of the Flea 

 

11. GALLISSARDUS, Petrus.  Pulicis encomium physica ratione tractatum. Lyon: J. 
de Tournes, 1550.           SOLD 
 

8vo, 38 pp., [1] blank leaf; woodcut printer's device on title; two large ornamental 
initials; text in italic, with use of Greek and Hebrew.  19th-century pink boards, 
spine quite worn; on the title an early ownership signature has been canceled in 
ink at an early date causing two small holes affecting a few letters on verso; faint 
water stain in upper margins. 
 

First and only edition of this amusing 
satirical prose essay on "The Praise of the 
Flea," by Pierre Gallissard (d. 1577), a 
Dominican theologian of Arles, the author 
of several Bible commentaries, and a 
French translation of Augustine's De 
Doctrina Christiana. Ironically, Gallissard 
is best remembered for this Praise of the 
Flea, which belongs to a long established 
tradition of burlesque eulogies of 

incongruous subjects, or paradoxical encomia, such as Lucian's second-century 
Praise of the Fly, the fourth-century Praise of Baldness, by Synesius of Cyrene, 
Erasmus's Praise of Folly (1511), Christoph Hegendorff's Praise of Drunkenness 
(1519), Daniel Heinsius's Laus Asini ("Praise of the Ass": 1623), and including 
John Donne's The Flea (1633). 
 

A typographically remarkable booklet, in that Gallissard often cites classical and 
biblical sources in the original Greek and Hebrew. 
 

§ Brunet II, 1467; Cartier, De Tournes, 170; Gültlingen IX, p. 159, no. 170; 
Cioranesco 10339 (s.v. Pierre Galissart). 
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12. GIRALDI, Lilio Gregorio.  Huic libello insunt Lilii Gregorii Gyraldi Ferrariensis 
Herculis vita, eiusdem De musis syntagma, denuò reconcinnatum & auctum ... Omnia 
recens nunc nata & edita. Basel: Michael Isengrin, 1539.     SOLD  
 
 

8vo, [12] leaves, 177 pp. [with two blank leaves following p. 140, not included in 
pagination]; italic type, with use of Greek; woodcut initials; scattered early 
marginalia in a scholarly hand; some insignificant marginal dampstains.  Modern 
dark brown calf, tastefully blind-tooled in antique style.  
 

FIRST COLLECTED EDITION, including some first printings, of works by the 
two famous poets and humanists of Ferrara, Lilio Gregorio Giraldi (Gyraldus, 
1479-1552), and Celio Calcagnini (1479-1541).  

 

The first three works, by Giraldi, 
consist of the "Life" of the 
mythological Hercules, dedicated to 
his namesake, Ercole d'Este, Duke of 
Ferrara; the second work, De Musis 
syntagma, is an essay on the Greek 
Muses.  

 

Giraldi's third work, here in first 
edition, consists of his Epithalamion in 
nuptias Ioann. Sinapii et Francisccae 
Bucyroniae, a long poem celebrating 
the marriage at Ferrara of the German 
humanist and physician Johannes 
Sinapius (1505-1560) and Françoise de 
Boussiron. 

 

Following Giraldi's Epithalamion is 
another celebratory poem, addressed to the bride, by the German jurist and poet 
Johannes Fichard (1512-1581).  

 

The second part of the volume contains first editions of two works by Calcagnini; 
the first is his Latin version of the Lucianic satire "The Consonants at Law," 
describing a trial in which the Greek consonant Sigma (Σ) is suing the consonant 
Tau (T) in the court of the seven vowels. Since many terms are untranslatable, 
Calcagnini has left these in the original Greek.  

 

Following the text of this mock trial, Calcagnini has added his own "Defense of 
Tau against the attacks of Sigma" (Coelii Calcagnini Apologia festivissima pro Ταῦ  
contra Σῖγμα, Lucianicae accusatio respondens).  
 

§ Adams G-724; VD 16, G 2113.  
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13. GUEVARA, Antonio de.  L'Horloge des Princes, avec le tresrenomme livre de 
Marc Aurele. (Tr. Nicolas de Herberay). Paris: J. Ruelle, 29 Oct. 1564.                $850 
 

8vo, [32], 395, [1] leaves; woodcut printer's device [Renouard 1023] on title; 
arabesque ornament on last leaf; woodcut initials.  Contemporary limp vellum 
with overlapping fore-edges; contemporary ownership inscription ("Fr. N. 
Lamyron"?) on title-page; some soiling to title-page, small hole through the rear 
cover, affecting the last six leaves (without text loss).  
 

French translation of the enormously 
popular and influential Spanish courtesy 
book by Antonio de Guevara (ca. 1480-
1545), which originally appeared as Libro 
aureo de Marco Aurelio (1527), and was 
augmented two years later as Libro 
Llamado Relox de Principes (Valladolid, 
1529).  
 

Guevara's work is regarded as a didactic 
novel designed to delineate for the benefit 
of modern sovereigns, the life and 
character of the Emperor Marcus 
Aurelius, distinguished for wisdom and 
virtue.  
 

Nicolas de Herberay's French version was 
first published in 1555, and served as the 
basis of Thomas North's English version, 
The Diall of Princes (London, 1557).  
 

The date on the title-page appears as 
"156," the fourth digit having been left 
uninked, but it is printed correctly in the 
colophon. According to Palau (VI, 110178: 
note) this 1564 Paris edition appeared 
under several publisher's names: besides 
the present Ruelle imprint, Palau cites 
those of Guillaume Julien, Robert le 
Mangnier, and Gilles Gourbin.  
 

The only copy of a 1564 edition located by OCLC is that that at Yale.  
 

§ Palau VI, 110178 (note). 
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Unusual, but Practical Format 

 

14. [HORACE] AVEMAN, Daniel.  Hodegeta Horatianus, sive index omnium 
verborum in Horatii poematibus,  Braunschweig: Chr. Zilliger, 1667.               SOLD            
 

12mo, agenda format (170 x 67 mm = 6-5/8 x 2-5/8"), [22], 690 pp. (preliminary 
leaves bound out of order, but complete); double columns; fully engraved title-
page representing Apollo playing his lyre, satyrs, etc. Contemporary vellum over 
boards with overlapping fore-edges. 
 

ONLY EDITION of the only published work by 
Daniel Aveman, about whom nearly nothing is 
known, except that he was a native of Bruneck 
(South Tyrol). The work consists of an index to 
the poetry of Horace: this Hodegeta Horatianus 
("Horatian Guide") became quite popular and 
influential. 
 

Although Aveman's work was the second 
published index to Horace, preceded by that of 
Thomasz Treter (Antwerp 1575), it is the first to 
refer directly to the text of Horace by verse 
numbers, thus offering an index which could 
accompany any edition of Horace, as opposed to 
Treter's index which referred merely to the page 
numbers of a specific edition of Horace: the Lyon 
Gryphius edition of 1545, whose text Treter 
reprinted in 1575. Thus Aveman was the first to 
produce an index for universal use. 
 

Aveman's Horace Index became a fixture in 
variorum editions of Horace; the great Richard 
Bentley reprinted it in the second edition of his 
own Horace (Amsterdam, 1713), where it was 
further improved by Isaac Verburg. 
 

The unusual shape of this handbook (nearly 
three times taller than wide) was intended for 
practicality, allowing it to fit in its user's pocket 
when traveling. 
 

§ VD17 23:295628U; A. Bijker, Riedel Horatiana, 
R2. 
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15. JUVENAL & PERSIUS.  D. Junii Juvenalis et Auli Persii Flacci Satyrae: Cum 
veteris scholiastae, & variorum commentariis. Accurante Cornelio Schrevelio. (Comm. 
C. Schrevelius). Leiden: Franciscus Hackius, 1658.        $500 
 

8vo, [8] leaves, 638, [42] pp. Handsome engraved frontispiece-title; ornamental 
headpieces and initials.  Contemporary vellum over boards with overlapping 
fore-edges. 
 

A handsome copy of the most popular 
17th-century variorum edition of the two 
great Roman satirists Juvenal and 
Persius, whose texts are here 
accompanied by profuse commentaries 
collected and edited by the Dutch scholar 
Cornelius Schrevelius (1608-1664), 
headmaster of the Leiden gymnasium. 
 

Schrevelius's edition, through its 
reprints, became the most popular 17th-
century variorum edition of Juvenal and 
Persius, incorporating comments by the 
most illustrious scholars of the 
Renaissance and the 17th century, 
including Poliziano, Erasmus, Aldus, 
Budé, Scaliger, Lipsius, Muretus, Henri 
Estienne, Casaubon, et al. 
 

The Roman satirist Juvenal (Decimus 
Junius Juvenalis, ca. AD 60 – 136) has left 
us 16 satires in which he expressed his 
indignation against the vices of his age. 
His satires were very influential and 
were imitated by English writers like Ben 
Jonson, John Oldham, Samuel Johnson, 
etc, and were translated by Dryden – 
who, incidentally, also translated the six 

satires of Persius (Aulus Persius Flaccus, AD 34 – 62). 
 

The allegorical engraved frontispiece is startling in that it shows a topless female. 
 

§ Schweiger 511; M.H. Morgan, A Bibliography of Persius, no. 286. 
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The Education of Christian Youth 
 

16. [LE BRUN, Laurent].  Institutio Iuventutis Christianae. Paris: Seb. & Gabr. 
Cramoisy, 22 February 1653.                       $850 
 

12mo, [12], 268, [2] pp.; engraved vignette on title 
representing Saint Lawrence; woodcut initials and 
headpieces.  Contemporary vellum over boards. 
 

FIRST EDITION of a popular educational manual 
by the Jesuit Neo-Latin poet Laurent Le Brun 
(1608-1663), author of a large number of Latin 
works including a popular Virgilius Christianus 
(1661), a poetic imitation of Virgil on Christian 
themes, and containing a substantial section 
concerning North America, specifically Canada: De 
Ponto Occidentale sive de Barbaria Canadensi 
Franciados libri duo (see Sabin 39625). 
 

This manual offers the usual advice for the 
'Education of Christian Youth', and treats in six 
parts daily agenda, holidays, social behavior, the 
four virtues of Christian youth (Moderation, 
Obedience, Modesty, Chastity), the pitfalls to be 
avoided, and the various shields to ward off sin. 
 

The author's name does not appear on the title, but 
he signed the dedication addressed to the pupils of the Jesuit Collège de 
Clermont at Paris (the future Lycée Louis-le-Grand), for whose use this manual 
was intended. 
 

§ De Backer-Sommervogel IV, 1630: 7. 
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Sammelband of Five Rare & Unusual First Editions 

 

17. LE MIRE, Aubert.  Origines coenobiorum Benedictinorum in Belgio. 
Antwerp: H. Verdussen, 1606.     
 

8vo, [10] leaves, 199, [1] pp., [4] leaves; woodcut printer's device on title, 
ornamental woodcut tailpieces and initials.  

 

Bound with: 
 

II. LE MIRE, Aubert. Elenchus historicorum Belgii, nondum typis editorum. 
Antwerp: H. Verdussen, 1606. 15 pp. woodcut printer's device on title. 

 

Bound with: 
 

III. PUTEANUS, Erycius. De Erycio nomine syntagma. item Iuli Paridis de 
nominibus epitome. Hanau: C. de Marne & heirs of J. Aubry, at the Wechel Press, 
1606. 44 pp., [2] leaves (including last blank); woodcut "Pegasus" printer's device 
on title and at the end. 

 

Bound with: 
 

IV. COUSIN, Jean. De prosperitate et exitio Salomonis. Douai: J. Bogard, 1599. 167 
pp. Elaborate woodcut printer's device on title, ornamental initials. 

 

Bound with: 
 

V. HERAULD, Didier. Adversariorum libri duo. Paris: J. Perier, 1599. [8] leaves, 
183 pp., [5] leaves; woodcut printer's device on title. The five works bound 
together in 18th-century calf, back gilt in compartments; surface wear. With the 
Nordkirchen Library bookplate on front pastedown.               $1,500 
        

Sammelband of five rare first editions of works on philological and 
theological subjects, by four contemporary scholars, three Flemish and one 
French. 
 

 

I. FIRST EDITION of a monograph on the origins and history of the Benedictine 
Order, by Aubert Le Mire (Miraeus, 1573-1640), renowned Belgian ecclesiastical 
historian, canon of the cathedral of Antwerp, and staunch champion of the 
Catholic Church against the attacks of the Reformed movement. The work is 
divided into 67 chapters in which Miraeus describes as many Benedictine 
monasteries and convents. 
 

 

II. FIRST EDITION of Le Mire's catalogue (or inventory) of unpublished 
manuscripts held by ecclesiastic institutions; for each item Miraeus records the 
title, author, and date of the work, and identifies the institution where the 
manuscript is kept. Miraeus's objective in compiling the catalogue was to 
encourage the heads of the institutions to publish the manuscripts in their 
possession. 
 

 

III. FIRST EDITION. The Flemish historian and humanist Erycius Puteanus 
(1574-1646) had been a pupil of Justus Lipsius who inspired him to a life of 
scholarship. This work consists of Puteanus's dissertation on the origin, 
etymology, and examples of his own Christian name, Erycius (Eric), from ancient 
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times to his own day. In the course of his work the author provides certain 
autobiographical details. 

 

IV. FIRST EDITION of a dissertation of King Solomon by Jean Cousin 
(Cognatus), a Belgian historian and theologian, canon of the cathedral of 
Tournai. 
 

 

V. FIRST EDITION. Didier Herauld (1575-1649), professor of Greek at Sedan, and 
a member of the parliamentary bar in Paris, published an important treatise on 
Greek and Roman law. The present work contains textual notes and 
interpretations of Diogenes Laertius, Herodotus, Pindar, Plautus, Aristotle, 
Cicero, and Juvenal. The second part (pp. 135-183) consists of an extensive 
critique of the recently published editio princeps of Iamblichus's Life of Pythagoras 
(Heidelberg, 1598).  

 

§ I. Ch. Matagne, Répertoire des ouvrages du XVIIe siècle de la Bibliothèque du 
C.D.R.R. (1601-1650), L-141; not in Simoni, Catalogue of Books from the Low 
Countries, 1601-1621, in the British Library; II. Not in Simoni; III. Bibliotheca 
Belgica IV, p. 762, P 156; not in Paisey; IV. Cioranescu 22407; Répertoire 
bibliographique II (Douai), p. 350, no. 291; V. Adams H-291. 
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Remarkably Rare First Edition 
 

18. LUCRETIUS CARUS, Titus. [French & Latin] De la nature des choses; avec des 
remarques sur les endroits les plus difficiles. Traduction nouvelle. (Tr. J. Parrain Des 
Coutures). Paris: Thomas Guillain, 10 April 1685.      SOLD 
 

Two volumes, 12mo, I. [20] leaves (including engraved frontispiece-title by T. 
Hainzelman), 419, [13] pp.; II. [1] leaf, 474 leaves (numbered 494 due to 
pagination skipping from 72 to 93), [10] pp. Woodcut initials and tailpieces. 
 

FIRST EDITION of the French translation by Jacques Parrain, Baron Des 
Coutures (1645-1702) of Lucretius's great poem on the Epicurean atomic theory, 
including the original Latin text. Des Coutures claims to correct the preceding 
version of Michel de Marolles (1650) in many particulars. 
 

Des Coutures's translation, the second complete French version, proved 
immensely popular and remained the only available French version, through its 
several reprints, for the next century. 
 

This first edition is remarkably rare: only the Yale copy may be located in 
American collections (according to NUC, OCLC, etc.). 
 

§ Gordon, A Bibliography of Lucretius, no. 303; Cioranescu 25385; Schweiger 580. 
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A Prolific French Woman Writer 
 

19. LUSSAN, Marguerite de.  Marie d'Angleterre, Reine-Duchesse. Dédié à Madame 
la Marquise de Pompadour. Par Mademoiselle de Lussan. Amsterdam: Jacques 
Desbordes, 1749.           SOLD 
 

12mo, [2] leaves, 300 pp., woodcut ornament on title, two ornamental 
headpieces.  Contemporary calf, richly gilt flat spine; binding with surface wear 
but structurally sound; early ownership signature on title. 
 

FIRST EDITION of a popular historical novel consisting of a romanticized 
biography of Mary Tudor, daughter of Henry VII, and briefly wife of Louis XII of 
France, by the prolific Marguerite de Lussan (1682-1758), who dedicates the work 
to Madame de Pompadour. 
 

Because of her gender and humble background (some sources identify her father 
as a coachman and her mother as a fortune teller), the great success of 
Marguerite's works led some to question their true authorship, and it was 
believed that she had secret male collaborators. Thus, Marguerite who never 
married, had found a long-time companion in the minor dramatist, royal censor, 
and compulsive gambler Jean-Louis-Ignace de La Serre, to whom some of her 
works were unfairly attributed (a similar fate has befallen women writers in 
many eras). The present work has been attributed to one Claude de Boismorand, 
an abbot best known for having published a French translation of Paradise Lost 
[1730] without a knowledge of English! 
 

§ Cioranescu (XVIII), 41112; Quérard, Les supercheries littéraires II, 991; Labalme, 
Patricia H., Beyond Their Sex. Learned Women of the European Past, pp. 166-167. 
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20. NONNUS PANOPOLITANUS.  [Greek & Latin] Nonnou Panopolitou 
Metabolh tou kata Iωannhn Ἀgiou Euaggeliou. Nonni ... Metaphrasis Evangelii 
secundum Ioannem, versibus heroicis ... opera Frid. Sylburgii. (Ed. & Tr. Friedrich 
Sylburg). [Heidelberg]: H. Commelinus, 1596.           $850 
 

8vo, [4] leaves, 263 pp., [20] leaves; woodcut printer's device on title (with early 
hand-coloring); Greek text with Latin translation on facing pages.  Contemporary 
blind-tooled brown calf with considerable surface wear; upper portion of spine 
missing (but binding is solid); at foot of title is an early signature ('Joh. 
pe[n]telius'?); scattered marginalia in the same hand; on the rear pastedown are 
annotations in Greek in an early hand; modern bookplate inside front cover.  

 

First Sylburg edition of the 
paraphrase in Greek epic verse of the 
Gospel of John by the fifth-century 
poet and Christian exegete Nonnus 
Panopolitanus, author of the 
Dionysiaca, an epic of the god 
Dionysus. 
 

The German humanist Friedrich 
Sylburg (1536-1596), professor and 
librarian at Heidelberg, who edited 
the Greek text and added his Latin 
translation, produced numerous 
important editions of Greek authors: 
Pausanias, 1583, Aristotle, 1584-87, 
Dionysius of Halicarnassus, 1586. 
Sylburg also contributed to Henri 
Estienne's Greek Thesaurus (see 
Sandys, History of Classical Scholarship 
II, p. 270). 
 

The edition opens with Sylburg's 
preface addressed to the teenage 
Erasmus Posthius (born 1582), son of 
Johannes Posthius, court physician to 
the Elector Palatine Frederick IV, in 
Heidelberg. This is followed by a 
bibliographic account of the printing 
history of the text, beginning with the 
Aldine editio princeps of 1501. In 

appendix, following the Greek text and Latin translation, are 40 pages consisting 
of Sylburg's critical notes on the Greek text, and a Greek index. 
 

§ VD16, N1836; Brunet IV, 98; Adams B-1904 (s.v. BIBLE. John); Hoffmann II, 
646. 
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21. OBRECHT, Ulrich.  Alsaticarum rerum prodromus. Strasburg: Simon Paulli, 
1681.                          $650 
 

4to, [6] leaves, 332, pp., [8] leaves; copper-engraved vignette on title; copper-
engraved printer's device at the end; several copper-engravings in the text, 
including one full-page.  19th-century vellum-backed boards; early inscription 
erased from title-page. 
 

    
 
 

ONLY EDITION of this history of Alsatian antiquities, forms of government, 
laws, etc. The author, Ulrich Obrecht (1646-1701), a Strasburg historian and legal 
scholar, had projected three further volumes which were never published due to 
the surrender of Strasburg to Louis XIV the very year of publication of this 
volume. 
 

§ VD17 23:304090Q; BL German 17C, O12; Haag VIII, 37, no. xviii. 
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22. PERSIUS FLACCUS, Aulus. [Latin & French] Satires de Perse. Traduites en 
François, avec des remarques. Par M.  Sélis. (Ed. & Tr. N.J. Sélis). Paris: Antoine 
Fournier, 1776.   SOLD             $375 
 

8vo (leaf size: 180 x 118 mm), lix,  246 pp., [3] leaves (last blank). Title and half-
title printed in red and black; numerous decorative woodcut headpieces (signed 
'Huault'), and  tailpieces.  Contemporary mottled calf, five raised bands on spine, 
five compartments gilt with floral patterns, second compartment with morocco 
label titled in gilt; red edges; corners and spine ends worn; armorial bookplate 
('EX LIBRIS JULES AUBAN') inside front cover. 
 

 
 

 

FIRST EDITION of this bilingual edition of the Satires of Persius, with the Latin 
text and French prose translation printed on facing pages. The translator, Nicolas 
Joseph Sélis (1737-1802), was on the faculty of the University of Paris, and a 
member of the French Académie des Sciences. Sélis had published a French 
translation of Persius's first Satire in 1770 (see Morgan, op. cit. below, no. 547). 
 

A very rare edition of which the only two American copies I could locate are 
those at Harvard and the U. of Chicago. 
 

§ Morgan, Bibliography of Persius, 547a; Schweiger 716; Cioranescu 18C, 59937. 
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A Typographic Masterpiece: With Manuscript Authority 
 

23. PHAEDRUS.  Fabularum Aesopiarum libri V. Nova editio. (Ed. N. Rigault). 
Paris: Robert Estienne III, 1617.        SOLD 
 

Small 4to (187 x 136 mm), [8], 99 pp. Printed in red and black throughout; 
Estienne device on title; foliated initials and headpieces.  Modern vellum over 
boards; faint water stain on first two leaves. 
 

Textually important edition of the Fables of Phaedrus, and a typographic 
masterpiece, elegantly printed in red and black throughout. 
 

For the present edition the editor, Nicolas Rigault (1577-1654), used the Codex 
Remensis, a 9th-century MS which was subsequently destroyed by fire; 
consequently, this edition remains one of our direct sources for the readings of 
this MS, which Rigault records on 30 pages at the end (see L. D. Reynolds, ed., 
Texts and Transmission: a Survey of the Latin Classics [Oxford, 1983], p. 301). 
 

Rigault's epistle to J. A. de Thou is reprinted from the edition of 1599, as is that 
from Pierre Pithou to his brother François, from the editio princeps of 1596. 
 

This pretty volume, elegantly printed in red and black throughout, is one of the 
most striking productions of the Estiennes, and is universally agreed to be rare. 
 

§ Renouard 203: 4; Brunet III, 588; Schreiber 281; R.W. Lamb, Annales Phaedriani: 
A Bibliography of Phaedrus, 10. 
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The Most Comprehensive Treatise on the Eucharist 
 

24. SAINCTES, Claude de.  De rebus Eucharistiae controversis, repetitiones seu libri 
decem. Paris: Pierre L'Huillier, 1576.                    $2,400 
 

Folio (377 x 245 mm), [20] (including a4 blank), 396, [12] leaves; roman type; large 
woodcut printer's device [Renouard 669: citing this work] on title; woodcut 
ornamental headpieces and initials. Handsome modern half leather; several 
early inscriptions on title-page canceled in ink; internally in fine condition, 
with good margins. 
 

FIRST EDITION of the exhaustive treatise on the 
Eucharist by Claude de Sainctes (1525-1591), 
bishop of Evreux and Catholic controversialist, 
enemy of Calvin and Beza. This first edition was 
issued with title-pages dated either 1575 or 1576. 
 

This monumental work, the most thorough and 
extensive ever published on the subject at the 
time, is considered Sainctes's most important—
as well as the rarest—of all his writings. He 
defends the dogma of the Church against those 
that he considered heretics, including Calvin and 
Beza. The latter immediately published a 
Response to Sainctes: Ad repetitionem primam F. 
Claudii de Sainctes De rebus Eucharistiae 
controversis Responsio (1577). 
 

Sainctes's comprehensive treatise, which became 
the starting point for all those who treated this 
subject after him, is divided into ten sections. 
The first six deal with the origins and institution 
of the Eucharist, proving the reality of the Body 
and Blood of Christ through Scripture and the 
Church Fathers; the next two deal with 
Transubstantiation; the ninth deals with Adoration, and the tenth with 
Communion under one species (i.e. bread alone), in opposition to the Reformers 
who insisted that Communion in both kinds alone had Scriptural warrant. 
 

The author includes a lengthy. laudatory 16-page dedication to Henri III, which 
becomes ironic in view of later events: soon after Henri III's assassination in 1589, 
Sainctes, who had joined the Catholic League and was very zealous in his efforts 
to convert Protestants, was forced to flee Evreux after the royal troops took 
possession of it. Among his papers was found a document in which he approved 
the murder of Henri III and maintained that one could likewise kill his successor, 
Henri IV. Arrested and arraigned, Sainctes was condemned to death as guilty of 
high treason. At the request of the Cardinal of Bourbon, Henri IV commuted his 
sentence to life imprisonment, and he was confined in the château of Crèvecoeur 
where he died in 1591. 
 

§ Cioranesco 20131; Adams S-85. 
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With Original Animal Fables 

 

25. SAUTEL, Pierre Juste, S.J.  Lusus poetici allegorici sive elegiae oblectandis animis 
et moribus informandis accommodatae. Lyon: Antoine Molin, 1667. $750 
 

12mo, 171, [7] pp., [1] blank leaf; woodcut ornament on title, woodcut headpieces 
and initials. Contemporary calf, back gilt in compartments; head and tail of spine 
worn, corners bumped; light foxing and some occasional inoffensive stains; 
ownership signature on rear pastedown: 'Franciscus Ludovicus Reding, 1695’. 
 

Apparently the third edition of the very rare "Allegorical Poetic Amusements ... 
Suited to Divert the Mind and to Form Character" by the Jesuit Neo-Latin poet 
Pierre Sautel (1613-1662). The work, first published in Lyons in 1656, was one of 
the most popular books of its kind, intended to instill ethical behavior and good 
manners in its young readership; editions were issued well into the 19th century. 
 

The great majority of the poems are actually original whimsical animal fables 
composed in verse: e.g., "The Fly Shipwrecked in a Bowl of Milk," "The Quarrel 
of the Flies," "The Chatty Parrot," "The Young Bee Deceived by a Painted Rose," 
"The Contest between the Rose and the Violet over the Rule of Flowers," "The 
Apotheosis of the Lion," "The Prudent Ant," "The Captive Bird,"etc. 
 

NUC and OCLC locate two American copies of this edition (NYPL and U. of 
Chicago), one copy of the second edition of 1666 (Georgetown), and no copy of 
the first edition of 1665. 
 

§ De Backer-Sommervogel, VII, 666.2. 

 

 
“Fable of the Fly Shipwrecked in a Bowl of Milk" 
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The Only Edition. With a Chapter on Hunting in America 

 

26. SELINCOURT, Jean de Saquespée, vicomte de.  Le parfait chasseur, pour 
l'instruction des personnes de qualité ou autres qui aiment la chasse. Paris: Gabriel 
Quinet, 1683.           SOLD 
 

12mo (152 x 100 mm), [14] leaves, 390 pp., [1] leaf; woodcut initials and 
headpieces.  Contemporary mottled calf, back gilt in compartments; binding 
worn but solid; some faint water stains; early cancelled signature on title-page; 
on inside upper cover is the ownership signature of François-Louis Rougeot de 
Briel (1724-?1782), Royal Attorney for Woods and Forests. 
 

FIRST AND ONLY EDITION of a 
very rare treatise on the art of 
hunting by Jean de Sélincourt (d. 
1696), who was appointed 
Commander of the Hunt for the 
Grand Dauphin by Louis XIV. 
The work includes chapters on 
whale hunting and the instruction 
on the feeding, caring and 
training of hunting dogs. 
 

Selincourt's work contains many 
additions to similar treatises of 
the period, particularly on 
hunting outside national French 
borders, with chapters on hunting 
in Africa, Asia, and America—
including Canada and the 
Southern hemisphere ("terres 
Magellaniques"). The chapter on 
America opens, "All of America is 
inhabited by savages who are all 
born hunters, and who engage in 
no other activity than the killing 
of all the animals that inhabit 
their lands". 
 

This, the only edition, is quite 
rare; only three copies may be located in American collections: Yale, Princeton, 
U. of Virginia. 
 

§ Brunet V, 271; Cioranescu 62298; Schwerdt I, p. 163 ("rare"); Harting 165: "This 
little volume is now of some rarity"; Souhart p. 433: "Ouvrage assez estimé, 
devenu peu commun"; Thiébaud 836: "Ouvrage très estimé et fort rare, qui n'a 
jamais été réimprimé." 
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Henri Estienne's First 'Modern' Publication 

 

27. STREIN VON SCHWARTZENAU, Richard, freiherr.  Gentium et familiarum 
Romanarum stemmata. [Geneva]: Henri Estienne, 1559.                SOLD 
 

Folio, 60 leaves; Estienne device on title; woodcut initials and ornaments.  
Modern binding consisting of a large manuscript leaf of an early antiphonary; 
vestiges of four ties; in the lower blank margin of the final leaf verso is an 
inscription dated 1599 which has been covered up with a strip of old paper, but 
can still partly be read (see below). 
 

FIRST EDITION of the first work of 
ancient Roman genealogy, by young 
Baron Strein von Schwartzenau 
(1538-1600), who was hardly 20-years 
old when he completed the work, 
which he dedicates to Archduke 
Charles of Austria. 
 

The book is remarkable in the output 
of Henri Estienne in that it is his first 
publication of a work by a 
contemporary author. Its printing 
was presumably suggested to 
Estienne by Théodore de Bèze; on the 
title-page verso are printed two 
letters in praise of the work by 
François Hotman and Bèze, with also 
a Latin poem by the latter in praise of 
the young author and his pioneering 
study of Roman genealogy and 
prosopography. 
 

Each page consists of genealogical 
tables (stemmata) of a particular 
Roman gens, each of which is 
preceded by a brief historical 
introduction, including epigraphical 
evidence printed in roman capitals. 
 

This first edition is quite rare, the 
work being better known through 
the more common reprints by the 
Aldine press in 1571 and 1591. 

 

In the lower blank margin of the final leaf verso is an early inscription which has 
been covered up with a strip of old paper, but can still partly be read; it appears 
to be a censor’s note, dated 22 May 1599, mentioning that he expurgated the 
Commentarius de verbis iuris, by the Huguenot scholar and jurist François Hotman 
(1524-1590): "Comm. Francisci Hotomani de verbis iuris expurgavit ... xxii maij 1599." 
 

§ Renouard 118: 2; Adams S-1931. 
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Rare History of Druids and Druidism 
 

28. TAILLEPIED, Noël.  Histoire de l'estat et république des druides, eubages, 
sarronides, bardes, vacies, anciens François. Paris: Jean Parant, 1585.                  $1,250 
 

Two parts in one volume, 8vo, I. [22] preliminary leaves, 124 leaves (numbered 
as follows: 1-8 leaves, -9-24 pages, -25-120 leaves; II. 84 leaves; woodcut initials, 
and head- and tailpieces.  Contemporary limp vellum; portion of rear cover torn 
off; first 15 leaves (title and table of contents) affected by a brownish dampstain; 
on title-page is the partly indecipherable contemporary ownership inscription of 
a canon of the diocese of Langres (in northeastern France). 

 

FIRST EDITION of this rare and curious 
history of Druids and Druidism, "The strangest 
book produced by the strange brother 
Taillepied, all of whose works are rare and 
sought after" (Caillet). 
 

The author, the Capuchin monk Noël 
Taillepied (1540-1589), taught theology and 
produced several works that have all become 
quite rare, including one on phantoms and 
spirits (Psichologie ou traîté de l'apparition des 
esprits [Rouen, 1598]). 
 

The first part deals with the various classes of 
Druids, their customs, the manners in which 
they offered sacrifices to the gods, and their 
ability to foretell future events. The second 
part consists of a fanciful account of the early 
French people, including a chronology of the 
kings of Gaul, from the Great Flood to the Birth 
of Christ. 
 

Despite the condition issues described above, 
this is a complete copy in its original (damaged) binding of a very rare first 
edition. 
 
 

§ Brunet V, 645-646: "Ouvrage peu commun"; Cioranesco 20995; Caillet 10519. 
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The Third Known Copy? 
 

29. TITELMANS, Franciscus.  Le traicte de l’exposition des misteres de la Messe. 
Deux expositions du Sainct Canon d’icelle (Tr. C. Hilaire). Lyon: N. Petit, 1544. 
                    $1,050 
 

8vo, [4], 92 leaves (fol. 1 misnumbered 9, with other inconsistent numbering); 
woodcut ornamental initials.  Modern brown calf, gilt in Renaissance style; lower 
margin of title-page with brownish stain and with a repair (touching three letters 
of imprint). Armorial bookplate of the noted Lyon bibliophile Maurice 
Desgeorge. 
 

FIRST EDITION of the first vernacular edition of Titelmans's work on the 
mysteries of the Eucharist and Incarnation, with heavy emphasis on the necessity 
to allow the Holy Spirit to enter one’s soul and to ask for its presence in prayer. 
 

The second part, with separate title-page, deals with the explication of the 
liturgical prayers and their symbolism. The first Latin edition of these two 
treatises, titled Tractatus de expositione mysteriorum Missae. Sacri canonis Missae 
duplex expositio, was issued at Antwerp in 1528. 
 

The Flemish Franciscan scholar Franciscus Titelmans (also Franciscus 
Hasseltensis, 1502–1537), is best known for his bitter polemic with Erasmus over 
New Testament exegesis; as a stubborn upholder of the orthodox scholastic 
tradition, Titelmans attacked the new humanistic method represented especially 
by Erasmus. 
 

Of this first edition of the earliest vernacular translation only two copies are 
known (besides the present: see reference below). 
 

§ Brunet V, 868-869 ("Traduction rare"); Gültlingen VII, 100 (locating only Lyon 
BM; OCLC adds BNF). 
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Very Rare Dictionary for Young Students. Only 6 Copies Known Worldwide 
 

30. TROCHUS, Balthasar.  Vocabulorum rerum promptarium ... studiose iuventuti 
fideliter congestum, ingeniose dispositum, et vernaculo interioris Germanie apposito 
affabre concinnatum. In quo profecto nihil earum rerum quarum apud nostrates usus est 
suum vocabulum non habet. Leipzig: Melchior Lotter, 1517.                 $5,600 
 

4to (bookblock: 200 x 140 mm), A-B6, C4, D-R6, S4, T-U6, X4, Y6, Z4 = 130 leaves; 
gothic type throughout for both Latin and German texts; occasional use of Greek; 
title printed in red and black.  Handsome modern goatskin blind-tooled in 
appropriate period style; light marginal dampstain at beginning; some very light 
foxing; overall a fine copy. 
 

ONLY EDITION of the only known 
work by Balthasar Trochus about whom 
very little is known (he is unnoticed in 
ADB), except from what he says of 
himself in the title and preface: he was a 
priest and educator in Anhalt (modern 
Aschersleben, near Magdeburg, Saxony). 
The work consists of an encyclopedic 
Latin-German dictionary especially 
designed for young students (iuventuti) 
in Saxony. The title may be translated as, 
"A Storehouse of the names of things, 
faithfully compiled for the studious 
youth of Saxony (Germania interior), in 
which everything in use among our 
countrymen is given its name." 
 

The work's arrangement is not 
alphabetical, but rather organized by 
categories: scrinia (i.e. bookcases), and 
subcategories: nidi (literally nests or 
pigeonholes, i.e. shelves). 
 

The three scrinia contain a total of 65 nidi, 
as follow: 
 

Scrinium I. 25 nidi dealing with classical 
mythology, religion, arts, music, games, the calendar, natural history, etc. 
 

Scrinium II. Twenty nidi on nature and man, e.g. trees, forests, fruits, herbs, 
metals, colors, dress, human anatomy, medicine, buildings, etc. 
 

Scrinium III. Twenty nidi largely on more technical matters such as the various 
types of tools, geography, grammar, vocabulary, etc. 
 

A typical entry will consist of a Latin term followed by a very brief definition, 
also in Latin, sometimes accompanied by the etymology (including Greek); then 
the German vernacular equivalent. 

 

Of the six known copies (besides that offered here) five are in Germany: 
Augsburg, Dresden, Leipzig, Marburg, Munich, and one at the National Library 
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of the Netherlands. (NOTE: In 1931 Borchling and Claussen [Niederdeutsche 
Bibliographie bis 1800, no. 604] located a single copy at Königsberg [= 
Kaliningrad], which is now presumably lost.) 
 

§ VD16, T2015 (no copy located: citing Borchling & Claussen: see above); Claes 
260 (locating the Augsburg copy, and the Königsberg copy after Borchling & 
Claussen); W. Kettler, Untersuchungen zur frühneuhochdeutschen Lexikographie 
(Bern, 2008), pp. 424-425; not in Zaunmüller's Bibliographisches Handbuch der 
Sprachwörter Bücher; not in Adams, not in BL. 
 
 

“The first original French book dealing specifically with the education of children." 
With a notorious critique of Corneille 

 

31. VARET, Alexandre Louis.  De l'Education chrestienne des enfans, selon les 
Maximes de l'Escriture Sainte, & les Instructions des Saint Pères de l'Eglise. Brussels: 
François Foppens, 1669.          SOLD 
 

12mo, [6] leaves, 323, [1] pp. Woodcut 
vignette on title; headpieces and initials.  
Handsome 19th-century binding by Muller, 
successor of Thouvenin, signed on verso of 
front endpaper, of dark blue straight-grain 
morocco, triple gilt fillets round sides, in each 
angle a little gilt ornament, back divided into 
six panels by raised bands, title gilt in one 
compartment, the other five framed with gilt 
decoration, all edges gilt; wear to corners and 
extremities; dark stain in lower outer margins 
(far from text); overall a fine copy. 
 

First edition published outside Paris of  "the 
first original French book dealing specifically with the education of children" ("le 
premier livre d'origine française, traitant ex professo de l'éducation des enfants" 
[L. Burnier, De l'Éducation morale et religieuse en France (1864), p. 108]). 
 

Alexandre Varet (1632-1676), a priest of Sens, addresses his work to his sister on 
the eve of her marriage, with advice on how to raise her future children. In his 
chapter on Varet, Burnier (op. cit. pp. 107-126), points out that although the 
author was influenced by the Jansenist educators, his focus was very different 
from theirs: whereas most of the Jansenist manuals aimed at intellectual 
teaching—such as their Greek and Latin Méthodes—Varet leaves aside intellectual 
education and instruction, focusing instead on the family, and emphasizing the 
religious education of children. 
 

Also, although there had appeared earlier French educational publications such 
as, e.g., Abbé Cerné's [or Cernay] Pédagogue des familles chrétiennes (1662), these 
emphasized good manners rather than true Christian education (Burnier, p. 108). 
 

Varet warns his sister against the corrupting influence of worldly interests, such 
as fashion, literature—especially novels—the theater, profane songs, dances, 
games of chance, and, for girls, excessive concern with their physical appearance 
and with the latest fashions. 
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In his chapter on dramas (pp. 203-229) we find Varet's notorious critique of 
Corneille's religious tragedy Théodore, in which he attacks the author (without 
ever naming him) for having made his saintly protagonist use the language of 
profane passion to express divine love (pp. 206-210: and see G. Couton's Pléiade 
edition of Corneille, vol. 2, pp. 1313-14). 
 

Varet's work became an instant success and was often reprinted—an English 
translation appeared in 1678 (Wing V108). Of the first three Paris editions (1666, 
1668, and 1669) there appears to be no copy in any US library (according to 
OCLC); of the present Brussels edition OCLC locates one copy in the US 
(Newberry L.). 
 

§ Willems, Les Elzevier, 2045: "Fort jolie édition"; Cioranescu 65483 (the 1666 
edition). 
 

 
 

On the Comparative Merits of the Printers Estienne, Colines & Gryphius 
The Beheading of Thomas More, etc. 

 

32. VISAGIER, Jean [Joannes Vulteius].  Ioannis Vulteii Remensis Epigrammatum 
libri IIII. Eiusdem Xenia. Lyon: Michel Parmentier, 1537.   
 

8vo, 282 pp., [3] leaves (last blank). Printer’s woodcut device on title [Baudrier X, 
400]; woodcut initials; at the end is a woodcut of a poet with pen in hand. 
 

 Bound with: 
 

VISAGIER. Oratio funebris ... de Iac. Minutio Tholosae habita. Lyon: M. Parmentier, 
1537. 15 pages. Parmentier's woodcut device on title; woodcut initials. The two 
works bound together in 19th-century crimson crushed morocco signed by Capé, 
double blind fillets round sides, elaborate inner gilt border, gilt edges.         $1,800            

FIRST COMPLETE EDITION, second overall, of the epigrams of the Neo-Latin 
poet Joannes Vulteius (Jean Visagier, 1510-1542). The first two books had been 
published in 1536 by Sebastianus Gryphius, in Lyon. The present second edition 
not only adds two new books, but also incorporates new and startling changes. 
 

Thus, for instance, all the epigrams which in the first edition had been dedicated 
to the prominent scholar and poet Nicolas Bourbon (1503-1550), have now been 
re-dedicated to the poet Clément Marot and the scholar-printer Etienne Dolet; 
the reason for this change was that upon Bourbon's return from England, where 
he served as tutor to the children of partisans of Anne Boleyn, he accused 
Visagier of having plagiarized his poems in his 1536 Epigrams. 
 

Visagier's epigrams include three epitaphs of Erasmus (p. 191), two of Thomas 
More (109), as well as two poems on More's beheading (112, 129). One curious 
epitaph is for Euripides (80). Another consists of a warm defense of Rabelais 
against a detractor (61), and several are in praise of the printer S. Gryphius (e.g. 
95 and 134). 
 

On p. 56 appears Visagier's famous verse appraisal of the respective merits of the 
three printers Robert Estienne, Simon de Colines, and Sebastian Gryphius: 
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Inter tot, norunt libros qui cudere, tres sunt 
Insignes: languet caetera turba fame. 

Castigat Stephanus, sculpit Colinaeus: utrunque 
Gryphius edocta mente manuque facit. 

 
("Among so many printers there are three who stand out, leaving the rest in 
obscurity: Estienne edits, Colines designs type, Gryphius, thanks to his trained 
mind and hand, does both") 
 

This hyperbolic flattery of Gryphius is accounted for by his having published the 
first edition of the first two books of Visagier's Epigrammata. 
 

II. FIRST EDITION of Visagier's funeral oration for Jacques de Minut, President 
of the Toulouse Parlement, who had died in November. 
 

§ I. Gültlingen VII, p. 200, no. 24 (s.v. Barbous); Baudrier X, 399-402; Cioranesco 
22018; Brunet V, 1390. II. Gültlingen VII, p. 200, no. 25 (s.v. Barbous); Baudrier X, 
402; Cioranesco 22019. 
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ADDENDUM 
 

With an Original Illustration and Signed Dedications by Pagnol and Dubout 
 

33. PAGNOL, Marcel. Marius. Pièce en quatre actes. Illustrée par Dubout. Paris: Les 
Nouvelles Éditions Fournier (1946).                   $2,400 
 

4to. 241 pp. With 43 color pochoir illustrations in the text, including four full-
page. In loose quires and original illustrated publisher’s boards, housed in a 
specially-made protective box. 

 

Édition de luxe of Marcel Pagnol’s Marius, 
part of his popular trilogy, with César and 
Fanny. This edition is illustrated by the prolific 
cartoonist and illustrator Albert Dubout (1905-
1976). 
 

This is one of the few special copies issued not 
for sale, marked ‘H.C’ (‘Hors-Commerce’). On 
the half-title are presentation inscriptions by 
both the author and illustrator. In addition 
this copy includes the original watercolor 
illustration by Dubout for that appearing on 
page 114. 
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